We propose a surface plasmon launching diffraction grating ͑SPLDG͒ to obtain multiple focal spots of SPs with nearly equal intensity. The SPLDG is composed of grooves that are located on concentric arcs, whose projections on the chord form a grating. When the incident plane wave illuminates the grating, SPs launched and diffracted into different directions will be approximately focused to multispots on a circle. Here, we obtain three and five focuses and the numerical simulation agrees well with the experiment. 2,3 used circular and elliptical structures to directly excite the SPs toward the focus points. An array of holes on a quarter circle that can be used to focus SPs into a spot and direct it along an Ag strip guide were also shown.
We propose a surface plasmon launching diffraction grating ͑SPLDG͒ to obtain multiple focal spots of SPs with nearly equal intensity. The SPLDG is composed of grooves that are located on concentric arcs, whose projections on the chord form a grating. When the incident plane wave illuminates the grating, SPs launched and diffracted into different directions will be approximately focused to multispots on a circle. Here, we obtain three and five focuses and the numerical simulation agrees well with the experiment. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.3100195͔ Surface plasmons ͑SPs͒, which allow for the manipulation of light in two dimensions with subwavelength scales, open up possible applications on nanoscale optical circuits. 1 In recent years, managing and controlling SPs at the nanodimensions have obtained great attention, such as launching and focusing SPs to a subwavelength scale. Liu et al.
2,3 used circular and elliptical structures to directly excite the SPs toward the focus points. An array of holes on a quarter circle that can be used to focus SPs into a spot and direct it along an Ag strip guide were also shown. 4 Nomura et al. 5 proposed an optical far-/near-field conversion device that can both excite SPs and focus it into a nanodot coupler. Other methods were also proposed using surface defects or gratings. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] In this letter, we propose a SP launching diffraction grating ͑SPLDG͒ to launch and diffract SPs to different directions. The curved grating results in focusing the diffracted SPs to multiple focal spots. The intensity ratio of the focal spots is adjustable by designing the inner structure of each period of the SPLDG.
The schematic of a SPLDG with four periods is shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ , which is used to generate five focal spots with equal intensity. The SPLDG is composed of grooves fabricated on gold film with a radial width w, which are located on two concentric arcs with radii R1 and R2, respectively, and arc center O. Their projections on the chord ͑or y axis͒ form a grating with a period d and there are four grooves ͑numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively͒ in each period, of which the projections on the y axis are a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , and a 4 , respectively. If the incident plane wave perpendicularly illuminates the SPLDG, the difference between R2 and R1 determines the relative phase delay of the SPs launched at the grooves with the same initial phase. The SPs are diffracted into different directions in the xy plane according to the grating equation d sin = m SP , where m is an integer ͑m =0, Ϯ1¯Ϯ n, and n Ͻ d / SP ͒ known as the order number, is the diffracted angle, and SP is the wavelength of the SPs. Similar to the concave grating, the design of the curved groove structure guarantees that the diffracted SPs are approximately focused on the Rowland circle, 11 whose diameter is R1 and the circle center is located at the midpoint of OA, where A is the pole of the arc. So we can obtain 2n +1 focal spots at most. The portion of SP energy diffracted into each order is determined by the corresponding coefficient of the Fourier transform of the grating. Thus, we can adjust the number, lengths, and relative positions of the grooves in each period to change the intensity ratio of the focal spots. As shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ , in order to generate five focal spots of equal intensity, each period has four grooves and the optical path difference between the odd-numbered grooves ͑1 and 3͒ and the even-numbered grooves ͑2 and 4͒ is set as R2−R1 = SP / 2. We use a gradient-type iteration method 12 the lengths of the projections of the grooves ͑a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , and a 4 ͒ to obtain nearly equal intensities of five focal spots.
We first design a SPLDG with three focal spots of nearly equal intensity and its structure is schematically shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . Here, R1=60 m, w = SP / 2, the period d =3 SP , and SP = 814 nm, which corresponds to an exciting wavelength of 830 nm in vacuum. In order to obtain focal spots of equal intensity, each period has two grooves, of which projections on the y axis are set to be d / 2, and the optical path difference between the two grooves in each period is adjusted to be R2−R1 = 260 nm. The angular distance between adjacent focal spots decreases with the increase in period d so we choose d =3 SP to make the three focal spots closer.
In order to increase the SP intensity, we can add more layers along the x axis and let SPs excited at all layers approximately constructively interfere at the three focuses. Figure 1͑c͒ shows three periods of the scanning electron micrograph of the three-layer SPLDG with 18 periods, which is fabricated using a focused ion-beam milling system on a 50 nm thin gold film thermally evaporated onto a glass substrate. For a three-layer SPLDG, the corresponding Rowland circles of the three layers are concentric and the difference between the two radii of the adjacent Rowland circles is equal to SP . The periods of the first and third layers are adjusted to change their diffraction directions to obtain intensity superposition at the Ϯ1 order focal spots of the second layer. In this experiment, the periods of the three layers are 2408 nm, 2442 nm ͑3 SP ͒, and 2473 nm, respectively. The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 1͑d͒ . An x-polarized laser beam at 830 nm is focused by a cylindrical lens to illuminate the SPLDG. The SPs are detected by a leakage radiation microscopy ͑LRM͒ 13,14 consisted of a high numerical aperture oil-immersion objective and three lenses, which is described in detail in Ref. 14. The directly transmitted laser light through the gold film is spatially blocked with a spatial filter in front of lens 2. The SPs are imaged onto a chargecoupled device camera.
We show the detected SP images of one-layer and threelayer SPLDGs with 18 periods in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒, respectively. The experimental intensity ratios of the three focal spots from top to bottom are 1:0.94:0.94 and 1:1.06:1.03 in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ , respectively. The focal intensity of the three-layer SPLDG is nearly four times higher than that of the one-layer case for the same incident illumination. The light ribbons around the position of the SPLDG come from the direct contribution of the laser beam to the LRM image through the grating due to its main part has a similar wave vector with the SP wave. 14 To compare with the experimental result, we calculate the SP intensity by applying the Huygens-Fresnel principle. Every point of the SPLDG can be considered as a point SP secondary source. The resulting field at any point can be obtained by adding up all the field of the SP point source and taking into account its phase and amplitude. An approximate complex phasor form of a point SP secondary source is described by Eq. ͑4͒ in Ref. 15 . Figures 2͑c͒ and 2͑d͒ are the calculated image frame and experimental image of the threelayer SPLDG around the focal area, respectively. We can see that the theoretical results accurately account the features seen in the experimental image, which means that the Huygens-Fresnel principle with SP point source can describe the SPLDG behavior very well. We show the experimental and theoretical transverse and longitudinal intensity profiles of the three-layer SPLDG through the zero order focal spot in Fig. 2͑e͒ . The experimental transverse and longitudinal full widths at half maxima ͑FWHMs͒ are 1075 and 9975 nm, respectively, which agree with the theoretical values of 1018 and 10540 nm, respectively.
In order to decrease the FWHM, we increase the period number. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the image of SPs when the period number is increased to 40 for the three-layer SPLDG. Other parameters are the same as above. The transverse and longitudinal FWHM of the zero order are decreased to 628 and 4025 nm, respectively. Figure 3͑b͒ shows the theoretical FWHMs with respect to the period number for the one-layer and three-layer cases as well as the experimental results of the three-layer case. We can see that the FWHMs of both the zero and first order decrease with the increase in the period number and saturate around 40 of the number of period. From the numerical simulations we found that both the angular dependence of the SP point source 4, 15 and the propagation length of the SPs contribute to the saturation, and the former one is more crucial.
Finally, we design a SPLDG with five focal spots of nearly equal intensity. The SPLDG has 26 periods and three layers. The period of the second layer is 3256 nm ͑d =4 SP ͒ and the periods of the first and third layers are adjusted as above, which are 3211 and 3297 nm, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ , each period of the SPLDG contains two even-numbered grooves ͑2 and 4͒ with radius R1=60 m and two odd-numbered grooves ͑1 and 3͒ with radius R2=R1+ SP / 2, and w = SP / 2. Here, the projections of the grooves on the y-axis in each period a 1 = 0.3494d, a 2 = 0.2647d, a 3 = 0.3473d, and a 4 = 0.0386d. The experimental SP image is shown in Fig. 4 , which reveal the transverse FWHMs of the 0, +1, and +2 order focal spots 637, 620, and 690 nm, respectively. The experimental intensity ratio of those five focal spots from top to bottom is 0.78:0.75:0.5:0.92:1. The deviation of equal intensity should be caused by the fabrication errors.
The position of the focal spots can be changed with oblique incidence and we can selectively enhance the intensity of one focal spot by rotating the incident polarization toward this focal spot ͑figures are not shown here͒ or modify the inner structure to blaze a chosen order.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a SPLDG that can both launch and focus SPs to multiple focal spots with nearly equal intensity. The number of focal spots depends on the ratio of the period to the wavelength of SP and their intensity ratio can be adjusted by modifying the inner structure of each period. Three and five focal spots have been obtained and agree well with the theoretical results. The SPLDG can implement the connection between far-field and multichannel near-field for use in future nanoscale optical circuits based on SPs. The concept provides another thought of manipulating SPs.
